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Overview

How do we measure outperformance?
 
 
Important question for large investors
 
 
Unsatisfactory approaches (Characteristics)
 
 
Matching --- based on Rubin Causal Model
 
 
 



Who is this?



James Simons



Who is this?



Who is this?



David Einhorn



Who is this?



Hint: Yacht named "Positive Carry"



John Devaney

David EinhornJames Simons

How can we tell who 
will outperform in the 
future?



Rubin Causal Model

Commonsense 
 
 
"Potential outcomes" 

What is the causal effect of 
this lecture on 2010 income?



Applied Example: Starmine Smart Indicator



Simple Example

Data from January 31, 1995

3,724 equities from a global universe

2,497 rated by Starmine

Equal-weighted portfolio of 100 stocks







Characteristics Approach

5x5x5 boxes based on market capitalization, 
book-to-market and momentum. 
 
 
"Measuring Mutual Fund Performance with Characteristic 
Based Benchmarks," by Kent Daniel, Sheridan Titman, Mark 
Grinblatt and Russ Wermers. The Journal of Finance 52(3), 
July 1997, p. 1035-1058.
 
"Evidence on the Characteristics of Cross-Sectional Variation in 
Stock Returns," by Kent Daniel and Sheridan
Titman. The Journal of Finance 52(1), March 1997, p. 1-33.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KiemKqQUbH8




Problems

Countries, sectors and industries (!) can't be 
split into 5 boxes.

"Curse of Dimensionality" makes problem 
impossible.
How to choose among factors?

What about long/short?





Solution: Matching

Not a lecture on how matching works.

Propensity score or other distance metrics.

Make the matched portfolio look "like" the 
target portfolio by every metric except  those 
for which the manager claims skill.





MatchIt: R package



R is Good

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7upG01-XWbY


Measure bias as absolute value of 
weight differences across buckets



Random Portfolio Approach



Long-Short Example

100 stocks long and 100 stocks short, equal 
weighted.

Want the matches portfolio to "look like" the 
target portfolio, just as the audience and non-
audience for this talk should be similar. 
 
There are many possible portfolio matches. 
None is "right."







Conclusion

Use Matching Portfolios to measure 
performance.
 
Requires holdings information. Harder to do 
than it looks . . .
No better approach: Handles arbitrary 
numbers of factors and portfolio weights. 
Easy to match on everything except  what the 
manager claims skill on.
 
 


